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1. General Introduction to the Investigation of ME Vowels 
e:o Figure 1 is a schematised view of the 
changes of long vowels that occurred 
at the entry to ME in the dialects 
south of the Humber (Nakao 1985: 89). 
The vocalic system resulting from 
these alterations underwent further 
modifications in several dialects in the 
late ME period. During the years when 
Figure 1: Changes of the long vowels the standardisation was not yet firmly 
from OE to ME (broken established, several dialectal forms of 
lines: Kentish) each lexical item coexisted, and pre-
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sumably we are able to detect the kinds of vocalic shifts by comparing the 
phonological tendencies of the ME speakers. The problem is, however, that 
among the records either description about the spoken language or comments 
upon the pronunciation of those days are scarcely obtainable. 
The quality and quantity of ME vocalic phonemes, regardless of the 
changes mentioned above, cannot be shown if we solely depend on the spelling 
information on the manuscripts. It must be emphasised that every document 
was copied for distribution by scribes in the middle ages, when there were no 
printing workshops, and that among those "copies" are usually quite a few 
differences even though they derive from the same source. In such situations, 
if the original manuscripts are unspecifiable or missing (actually this is the 
case for most of the mediaeval literary works), the spelling information 
fructuated by such scribes is not to be employed as phonological evidence. 
And therefore, we are left with the conclusion that it is logically impossible to 
judge whether the "changes" represented by the spellings reflect the phonolo-
gical knowledge of the author or that of the members of the scriptorium re-
producing the literature. We cannot even identify the date of the "change", let 
alone the nature of it. 
There is, however, at least a path to depicting ME phonology with such 
written documents, that is, the utilisation of end-rhymes in verse texts. Since 
a rhyme would sound awkward in recitation when the stem vowels participat-
ing in it were phonemically not the same, comparing the etyma of the partici-
pants enables us to capture vowel mergers, and thus, changes of pronuncia-
tion. Consider the following couplet from the Canterbury Tales, with do and so 
rhyming together: 
Knight's Tale: 1195/6 
And for to pleye as he was wont to do; 
For in this world he loved no man so, 
(<OE d面n"do [inf.]") 
三
(<OE swa "so") 
The comparison of these rhyme words, or properly speaking, the con-
trasting of the phonological values in the rhyming position in etymology, leads 
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us to comprehend that there was a variant of the proto-ME h:/ which had 
probably acquired the phonological status of ME Io:/. On the other hand, the 
next pair of rhyme words is quite difficult to resolve: 
General Prologue: 665/6 
And knew hir conseil, and was al hir reed. (<OE r函d/rでd"advice") 
A gerland hadde he set upon his heed, (<OE tiでafod"head") 
In such a case as above where 
either or both of the rhyme words 
frequently had variation in the 
pre-ME appearances, the quality of 
the vowels involved in this rhyme is 
quite obscure, since at least two 
types of interpretation are possible: 
(1) reed had the dialectal lineage of 
OE r函d (the typical West Saxon 
form ("Southern" in the ME 
period)) and was recognised as hav-
ing the same stem vowel in 
proto-ME as heed which was pre-
sumably pronounced with ME /e:/. 
Figure 2: ME Dialects around London 
and the Home Counties 
No particular progression is inferred in ME; (Z) reed was the descendant of 
OE rでd(the non-West-Saxon norm of the same lexical item) and indicated is 
the possibility that the proto-ME phoneme 12:/ in heed had been raised to 
/e:/ in some dialect geographically close to the author's own. If the composer 
of the work (Chaucer, in this case) might lead his/her life in some "mixed 
lect" area like London and the surrounding zones (Chambers and Trudgill 
1980: 132-7), the possibility would be undoubtedly asserted that both types 
of the recognition of reed were existent thereabout and that the phonological 
variants were consequently available to the poet (See Figure Z above, based 
on Jordan-Crook 1974: 5). Accordingly, the rhyme (or accurately, what the 
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 rhyme informs us) as above is judged as being inconclusive. One must gather 
evidence while carefully rejecting inconclusive rhymes in his/her collection 
and explication of data. 
To share the discussion in the following sections the reader is notified 
with some points related with the author's attitudes toward rhyme analyses. 
Some researchers, including Macaulay (1900: xcviii), Ikegami (1984: 80), 
Terajima (1985: 140), argue to various degrees that the ME poets even occa・
sionally resorted to grouping rhyme words that had actually different vocalic 
phonemes in their stems, mostly because of lack of proper candidate/s in the 
position. Dobson (1968-II: 613 n.2), on the other hand, states about an 
analyst: 
.. Miss Fischer would regard al the rhymes except those before 
dentals as inexact or a叫 ogical.To this almost traditional explana-
tion of inconvenient ME rhymes I can only reply that I do not believe 
that ME poets, writing at a time when poetry was recited aloud and 
not read silently, would have used'inexact'or'analogical'rhymes.1> 
In this article the present author should like to take Dobson's stance, 
which means that al the rhyme vowels showing up in the chosen pieces of 
material shall be regarded as having phonemically the same quantity and 
quality within the rhyme schemes. As a matter of fact, Dobson's statement 
seems convincing on the feasibility that if the other variants than the poet's 
own practice were widely known around him/her, and if he/she was confi-
dent that his/her work should be recited with the variant pronunciations just 
for the intention, the poet was entitled to utilise them. This view appears to 
be supported by Kokeritz (1978: 13), for example, who assumes Chaucer's 
ocassional introduction of Kentish forms. Without such recourse, there would 
be predicaments that possible rhyme options handy in his language were al 
phonemically wide of the mark and unable to structure rhymes in the posi-
1 Italics arc mine. 
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tions. After al, the "Standard English" was yet to be instituted up to the late 
ME period, and presumably al the regional and/or vernacular standards 
were similar in social status to one another. Only one prerequisite for his/her 
use was a situation that the variants were familiar to his/her supposed range 
of audience. 
Also, when a word having the prototypical ME /E:/ rhymes with one 
with the ME /e:/, the present author judges it as the evidence of IE:/ > /e:/, 
and not the reverse. This is the traditional comprehension sustained by the 
studies of the phonological changes to this day, verified also as a characteris-
tic of tense (long) vowels by Labov (1994: 172-7) who produces evidence of 
chain shifts in various languages. 
2. OE re1: its Status in ME in Some Research Literature 
As was mentioned in the previous section, variable etyma and inconclusive 
rhymes are equivocal in judgement, and therefore, shall not contribute to our 
detection of phonological changes in ME. The OE phoneme symbolised as邑
that was given for the etymology of ME reed in Section 1 is generally called 
犯 1,in comparison with OEおz.The classification of the two OE phonemes is 
set according to the difference in their West Germanic (reconstructed) forms 
and their succeeding phonological behaviour. On the one hand, OE ce1 is de-
・＊一
fined to have been derived from West Germanic a, and is represented with 
〈る〉 generally in West Saxon OE handwriting, while 〈で〉 typically in 
2) 
non-West-Saxon spellings. OE変 2,on the other hand, is considered as the 
OE descendant of West Germanic i-/j-mutated *~. and it usually shows up 
in〈る〉 inWest Saxon and Anglian manuscripts, while〈で〉 particularlyin 
Kentish. 
3) 
This complex situation is further entangled as the OE outputでais often 
zJ Crowley (1986: 105-8) and Hogg (1992: 62) believe that, in spite of absence of data, the 
Kentish value王waslater development of OE亘屯） • The discussion in this article shal not 
be affected by this controversy, since the variation would take place in any way. 
31 The definitions of these terms (i:£1 & ie2) have now been accepted and well established Il 
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produced as an output of diphthongisation of these sounds, and it was inher-
ited to the phonological features of the ME dialects (Wyld 1956: 26-45; Crow-
ley 1986: 104-9). Th e state of affairs is illustrated in Figure 3 below. 4) 
Thus, rhyme analysis requires even more consideration when the etymo-
logical forms of the rhyme words in question had multiple patterns, and as 
such a case we have seen OE邑.Contrary to this preliminary, two Japanese 
researchers fairly recently published literature (Ogura (1987a) and Terajima 
















(OHG Jeiten "lead(v.)") 
(QHG feit "load") 
(OHG sceida "sheath") 
! West-Saxon: non-West-Saxon 
!l>-/iefan > ji' 






Figure 3: OE long vowels that could become ME IE:/ (from West Germanic to 
OE) 
English studies, while some of the books published in the former half of this century or be-
fore, including Jordan (1934), employ different specifications (Crowley 1986: 105ff.). The 
reader could be cautious about the notations in cross-referencing the research literature 
quoted in this article. 
・＊一>J West Germamc a developed also into OE 囚 before 〈w〉/〈g〉(~芭'.:':"saw [pret. pl.]", —;, 
lagon "lay [pret. pl.]) and OE o before nasals (nomon "took [pret. pl.]"). Only those OE 
phonemes which contributed to the variation between ME /e:/ and 1£:/ are displayed in the 
figure. 
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5) 
lectal vanat10n seems completely neglected. And yet, in spite of their 
rather questionable preconception, they appear to be trusted for their ME 
data and generalisation also by British researchers (e.g. Jones 1989: 135-6, 
140, etc.). 
Their assumption "OE邑>ME /e:/" used indiscriminately in their 
rhyme analyses has not been properly justified yet in any research literature. 
And therefore, their use of it as a reference probe seems highly problematic, 
just as criticised by Ikegami (1987a; 1987b). According to their judgement, 
for instance, rhymes of words with OE ze1 and OE ea should therein prove 
ME Id > le:/ (Ogura 1987a: 23-27; Terajima 1985: 46-54). That concept is 
possibly based on the notion that the court poets like Chaucer and Gower 
have traditionally been identified as speakers of the East Midland dialect 
（ <Anglian OE) where OE ze1 would most probably be recogmsed as / e:/ in 
ME (See Figure 4 below, based on Lass 1992: 40-54; Prins 1966: 11; Nakao 



















































Figure 4: Developmental types of ME le:/ and IE:/ from OE: classification by 
the ME dialects around the Home Counties 
5J Apart from this controversial matter, there are severe problems in these books. The 
rhymes quoted therein contain heaps of self and inconclusive rhymes, as the two analysts 
have frequently misinterpreted texts possibly without consulting glossaries and dictionaries 
In the1r quotations, for instance, ME verb be(e)te is often understood as "beat (<OE beatan) ", 
among which, in actuality, are those whose etyma are OE匝竺1.:"cure". Different comprehen-
sion of lexical items should lead to different interpretation of phonological afairs. See Ikega-
mi's questions (1987a; 1987b) and Ogura's defence (1987b). 
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author can do nothing but guess. 
Since there is a report that OE知 appearsin ME rhymes nearly twice 
more often as /e:/ than as IE:/ (Ikegami 1984: 304-6), it is possible for some 
ME poets, as a matter of fact, to exploit the variant pronunciations on al 
occasions; yet, deliberate attestation should have been performed before its 
application to their rhyme analyses, especially when the texts and/or the au・
thors are localised as those concerned with "mixed lect" areas. 
6) 
3. Collection and Re-Examination of Data for the Present 
Study 
To solve the above question the present author will examine two of the verse 
texts written in the late ME period: Confessio A mantis (ante1393; 33,444 
lines) and the Canterbury Tales (circa1387-1400; 17,410 lines in verse). The 
two works have already been investigated by those two Japanese scholars; 
this time, however, the rhymes in them shall be thoroughly studied exactly 
with regard to OE Unless th a汀. e target vocalic slots underwent quantitative 
compaction/shortening before consonant clusters (e.g. dredde (<OE dr祠 don
"dreaded [pret. pl.]") rhyming with wedde (<OE weddian "wed (inf.)") in 
Clerk's Tale 181/2), it is argued that in such words as having their stem 
vowels derived from OE e I eo the ME speaker would be expected to recog-
nise /e:/ and also that ME words with OE ea would as a rule be perceived as 
having ME /io:/, both irrespective of the dialectal types around the Home 
Counties (Figure 4 above). Certainly, Anglian Smoothing (e.g. OE日墜:/五竺
> ME ye "eye", OE eac/ ec > ME eke "eke, similarly") must be taken into 
consideration here in dealing with OEでa (Campbell 1959: §225). On the 
61 Her response in Ogura (1987b, commenting on lkegami 1987a) seems to reveal her confu. 
sion, indicating that she cannot withdraw her stereotype of the "London English" to contain 
only the non-West-Saxon (Anglian?) lineage of OE函 Puzzlingis her attitude that while 
一the Anglian lineage /e:/ is always employed of OE竺!for words like ME dede "deed", the 
West Saxon descendant 1€:/ is exclusively taken for those like ME yere "year" that had 
undergone diphthongisation in West Saxon OE (See Figure 3; Dobson 1968-11: 633). Inference 
of the present author is that she looked up items in etymological dictionaries without so much 
consideration about (West) Germanic reconstructed forms. 
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other hand, OE竺 similarlyto the cases of OE~. would be variable be-
tween ME / e:/ (Kentish) and / d (ten Brink 1899: §§23-5; Curtis 1894-95: 
§§100-9). Indeed, the two verse texts in our exploration frequently contain 
such rhymes (e.g. Zeere (<OE I函ran"learn") rhyming with heere (<OE hでr
"here") in Canon's Ye01ncm's Tale 606/7). 
Rhymes related with OEお1and the phonemes neighbouring in articula-
tion will be hereafter studied in the following three rhyming combinations: 
(a) Words with OE函 andthose with OEで／でo("OE函>ME /e:/") =- -- -
(/3) Words with OE ce1 and those with OE西 ("OE函>ME /€:/") 
二- - -
(y) Words with OE ea and those with OEで／でo
Rhymes corresponding to the above cases are: 
(a) sede: mede (Etymology - OE sred/遥d"seed": mでd"meed") 
(3) breth: deth (Etymology-OE竺西/brep"breath": 西些 "death")





















The collection of the Y -type rhymes 
functions as calibration of the measure, 
that is, reassurance of the foundation that 
OE ea had not turned out to be ME / e:/ in 
the texts chosen in this research. Provided 
that the exclusive presupposition "OE函＞
ME /e:/" employed by Ogura (1987a) and 
Figure 5: OE函 wordsin rhymes Terajima (1985) is valid in the ME rhym・
ing verse that was produced in London and 
the surrounding areas, rhymes of the a -type would naturally occur signifi-
cantly more frequently than those of the (3-type, and rhymes of the /3-type 
and Y -type should occur equally in number of occurrences, speaking purely 
of logic on their premises. 
As Mackenzie (1926) quotes a considerable number of examples from 
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London and Eastern materials including Kyng Alisaimder and pieces by Lyd-
gate, there is a group of rhyming poems in which words with OE ea systemati-
cally rhyme with those with ME / e:/ (<OEで／でo/y).Though she expects no 
instance of such rhymes in Chaucer's and Gower's works (Mackenzie 1926: 
§10), the poets might be utilising the kind of variants, even only for the 
rhyming position. If the two texts taken up in this study are the case, the 
numeric balance assumed by the present author shall be fluctuated. We will 
discuss these points later. 
4. The Use of Electronic Editions as Corpora, and Notes on 
the Nature of Texts 
The source of data for the present study has been built up in the shape of 
machine-readable corpora which are specially prepared for phonological 
back-tracking (See Figure 6 below). As the researcher analyses not the spell-
ing but the etymological forms, his/her search target is actually the morpholo-
gical information of the etyma. If the vowels at the rhyming position in their 
etyma have been encoded in electronic texts with ASCII characters, one will 
be able to extract rhyme words whose stem vowels have the etymological 









































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6: Structure of the machine-readable corpora (Text: Confessio 
A mantis) 
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In a sense, this is a kind of rhyme index from which rhymes are re・
trieved with the stem vowel value in etymology as the means of access. In this 
study rhyme collection was automated by using GNU A WK,7) whose support 
of convenient built-in functions and regular expressions made this research 
work a lot easier. 
s ome comments are necessary about the source of the electromc texts. A 
machine-readable file of Confessio Amantis (the EETS edition: Macaulay 
1900) was provided from the Oxford Text Archive, which had been used in 
the compilation of Pickles and Dawson (1987), and it was encoded into the 
structure after I had compared and checked spellings of rhyme words with 
those of the published edition. The electronic corpus of the Canterbury Tales 
has been encoded from Benson (1992), which was OCR-processed8) from 
Benson (1987). 
5. Evaluation of the Search Output and Concluding Remarks 
Table 1 below is the result of the retrieval from the machine-readable cor-
pora. 
Table 1: Numbers of rhymes with OE 1£1, etc. 
Greek leters in Figure 5 (a) (μ) げ）
Stem vowels in origin OE町&OEで厄o OE函&OE西 OE西&OE 
Examples of ME rhymes sede: fede recle: dede sle: me 
[GLOSSES] [SEED/FEED] [READ/DEAD] [SLAY/ME] 
Co加sswAmantis 143 109 1 
Canterbury Tales 67 54 6 
7> This is distributed fre of charge (software of the Free Software Foundation), obtainable 
on a lot of Internet FTP servers. 
SJ The reader is advised not to think of this electronic edition as an encoded set of perfect 
copies of the published one, for there is a number of inconsistencies in spellings (h is often 
replaced by b, for example). OCR is a scribe of the present day, so to speak. 
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Of the rhymes with OE d . a訂 wors mthe followmg etymological categories 
are excepted from the above calculation: 
(1) Those which were loaned in the ME period 
(from Old French, Middle Dutch, etc.) 
(2) Those which had possibly been affected by Anglian Smoothing 
(e.g. ME eke< OE丑ヅ丑）
(3) Those which had been shortened before various consonant clusters 
(e.g. ME dredde< OE dr函dde)
(4) Those in which vocalisation of Coda had resulted in diphthongisation 
(e.g. ME key<OE c~g) 
(1) and (2) are excepted for their variable quality, and (3) and (4) for 
its quantity. Those in (1) could be imported from more than one source as 
dialectal variation often existed in the source language, and therefore, the pre-
sent author is not able to pinpoint the variant used in the rhyme with enough 
confidence. (4) is a group of such words as their stem vowels are followed by 
the consonants written with〈g〉/〈w〉inOE/ON. It is suspected that after 
the vocalisation of those consonants, the stem vowels should have already 
been shortened, often rhyming with ME pleye, weie (<OE plegan/plぉgan
"play", 竺~/三 "way"), and indeed it is the case of Confessio A mantis and 
the Canterbury Tales. 
In Section 3 we have examined the possibility of "OE邑>ME / e:/" and 
proposed as part of the conditions that the rhymes of the a -type should 
occur significantly more frequently than those of (3-type. But in each of the 
two texts rhymes of the a -type and (3-type seem to appear almost equally in 
number. In order for this situation to be compatible with their foundation, a 
large number of words with OE丑musthave undergone raising in the place 
of articulation to /e:/, that is, rhymes of the Y -type must be equal in number 
to those of the -type, since both OEお 1and OE e / eo should exist (at least (3 
around London in late ME) indiscriminately as /e:/, according to the two re-
searchers. 
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Yet, the reader would immediately notice in the above table that, com-
pared with the other two types, the rhymes of the Y -type are exceedingly 
limited in its occurrence. The 1 + 6 rhymes in question are placed beneath in 
juxtaposition, with checks at the rhyme words with OE ea: 
9) 
■ From Confessio A mantis 
-Book V, 5839/40: 
Amende his wrong, it is so gret; ✓(くOE 竺竺 "great")
For he to lytel of me let, (<OE Iでt"let [pret. sg. of !&tan]") 
Il From the Canterbury Tales 
-Fragment I, 1837 /8 (Knight's Tale): 
That oon of you, al be hym looth or lief, 
He moot go pipen in an yvy leef; ,( 
-Fragment I, 2933/4 (Knight's Tale): 
(<OE Iでof"beloved") 
(<OE Iでaf"leaf") 
Ne how the fyr was couched first with stree, ✓ (くOEstrea "straw") 
And thanne with drye stikkes cloven a thre, (<OE Prで01vi了e"three") 
-Fragment I, 3873/4 (Reeve's Prologue): 
Ti! it be roten in mullok or in stree. ✓ 
We olde men, I drede, so fare we: 
- Fragment V, 1397 /8 (Franklin's Tale): 
Wei oghte a wyf rather hirselven slee ✓ 





91 The rhymes of the a-type and /3-type are to many to include in this article. The reader 
is asked to request the rhyme lists at need. 
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- Fragment VII, 2929/30 (Nun's Priest's Tale): 
Which causeth folk to dreden in hir dremes / (<OE dream "delight") 
Of arwes, and of fyr with rede lemes, (<OE leoma "ray") 
Fragment IX, 291/2 (Manciple's Tale): 
Alias! For sorwe I wol myselven slee!" ,( 




No suggestions are provided by Macaulay, the editor of Confessio Amantis 
(EETS), about the one occasion in the text. Referring to these "abnormal" 
rhymes in Chaucer's work, on the other hand, he suspects that his rhymes 
may be unreliable at times (Macaulay 1900: cv). As Mackenzie (1926) 
argues, this type of rhyme frequently and systematically occurs in some ME 
verse texts, and therefore, the words checked in the above-mentioned rhymes 
might be stil in use with ME /e:/ somewhere around Chaucer and Gower 
(Dobson 1968-II: 635, commenting on one of the rhymes above), though, it 
seems, there was some difference between their attitudes toward the variants. 
It is at least possible that Chaucer was even a bit more tolerant and/or accus-
tomed to them. 
However, as remarked beforehand, when we consider the number of occa-
sions at which those rhymes of the Y -type take place, this form of realisation 
can be regarded at best as quite a minor option, and the poets appear to have 
been very reluctant to employ it, even more obviously in Confessio A mantis. It 
is thus fairly safely deduced that the rarity of the Y -type is on the whole re-
flected in the two verse texts, through which the status of words with OEお 1
automatically proves to be variable, since OE i£1 rhymes both with OE e / eo 
and OE ea without significant difference m the numbers of occurrences (even 
about the same lexical items: slepe ("sleep [vb.]") rhymes both with words 
having OE e / eo and with those having OE ea, for instance). Hence, its qual-
itative bilaterality in the ME period is to be acknowledged at least in the two 
ME works. This of course leads to the conclusion that, as has been recognised 
by quite a few scholars so far, OE邑cannotbe regarded as a reference 
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probe of ME /e:/, and that upon citing data and generalisation from the two 
books, namely Terajima (1985) and Ogura (1987a), the reader is guided to 
consider their treatment of the double-tongued a訂 andto adduce quotations 
as carefully and selectively as possible. 
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